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OBJECTIVES

PLANNING

FORMAT

DESIGN

REVISION

USE AND EVALUATION

CONTENT

WHAT IS (AND IS NOT) A POLICY BRIEF?

• To inform decisions and exchange  
experiences around decision making  
and developing policy briefs.

• To strengthen the technical capacity  
around the use of freshwater  
modelling and understanding results  
to inform decisions and developing  
policy briefs.
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• We need to measure and  

communicate accurately any  
research implications and impacts  
to avoid the “broken telephone”  
effect and to transmit trust to  
stakeholders and donors.

Why do we need  
to communicate  
and report  
correctly?

Scientific article

Serious media

Media bouncing

Opinion blogs

Social media
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What is a policy brief?

• A policy brief is a KEY TOOL to present research and recommendations to a NON-SPECIALIZED  
AUDIENCE.

• They serve as a vehicle to help in the creation of EVIDENCE-BASED policies and to support  
informed DECISION MAKING.

• A good policy brief DISTILLS research findings, it ELEVATES them to a simpler language and find  
CLEAR LINKS to policy initiatives.

• The best policy briefs are STAND-ALONE, CLEAR AND CONCISE documents that focus on a single  
topic.
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What is NOT a policy brief?

• A policy brief is NOT A “TRANSLATION” simple and direct from a scientific article.

• It is NOT an instrument of PROPAGANDA and EGO for an institution, a research group or specific  
people.

• It is NOT A PLAIN or FORCED VERSION of a research WITHOUT CLEAR LINKS to policy or WITHOUT  
RECOMMENDATIONS for decision making.

• It is NOT A COMPILATION of research, WITHOUT A clear policy PURPOSE.

• It has NO ACADEMIC JARGON, nor it is DIFFICULT TO READ for a non-specialized audience.
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What is policy (not politics)?

• Policy is the set of activities associated to DECISION MAKING within a group and other forms of  
POWER RELATIONSHIPS between individuals.

• It it also the art, doctrine or practice that refers to the government of states, promoting CITIZEN  
PARTICIPATION having the capacity to DISTRIBUTE AND EXECUTE POWER as necessary to ensure a  
COMMON WELLBEING in society.
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POLICY  
BRIEF

SCIENTIFIC  
ARTICLE

• A policy brief is more “PROFESSIONAL” because it is  

geared towards readers who have a limited amount of time  

to make a practical decision.

• Policy briefs are front-loaded: the conclusions are on the  

front page!

• The frontpage of a policy brief needs and executive  

summary, providing a concise (1 or 2 paragraphs)  

overview of the brief’s aim and core recommendations.

• The main purpose of a policy brief is to convince the target  

audience of the urgency of a current problem and the need  

to adopt the preferred alternative or course of action  

outlined and, therefore, serve as an impetus for action.

• A research paper is more “ACADEMIC” because it pays  more attention 

to the scholarly roots of particular  arguments and judges their merit on 

intellectual and logical  criteria.

• Research papers are rear-loaded: results and conclusions  are towards 

the end of their content.

• The frontpage of a scientific article contains an “abstract”  of usually 

one paragraph of 100 to 300 words that puts  more emphasis on the 

used methods and in the obtained  results.

• The main purpose of a scientific article is to present new  knowledge. 

It is targeted to specialists in the academic  area(s) of the research, 

and it is peer-reviewed. Peer-  review evaluated the consistency and 

robustness of the  methods and arguments used in the analysis of

results.

vs
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A PERSUASIVE  

AND EFFECTIVE POLICY BRIEF

• As with all good marketing tools, the key for success is TARGETING THE PARTICULAR  
AUDIENCE of your message.

• The most common audience for a policy brief is the decision-maker, but it is also not unusual to use  
the document to support broader advocacy initiatives targeting a wide but knowledgeable audience  

(e.g., decision makers, journalists, diplomats, administrators, researchers).

• In constructing a policy brief that can effectively serve its intended purpose, it needs to be:

FOCUSED
PROFESSIONAL,  

NOT ACADEMIC

EVIDENCE-  

BASED
LIMITED SUCCINT UNDERSTANDABLE ACCESSIBLE PROMOTIONAL

PRACTICAL  

AND FEASIBLE
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PLANNING

PURPOSE AUDIENCE

CONTENT STRUCTURE

• Key elements in an effective policy brief:
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PURPOSE

• To inform readers of a particular issue, suggest possible policy options,  

and make recommendations.

• Be upfront about the purpose from the start:

• Maintain a laser focus on your direction

• Communicate the urgency of the issue.

• Focus on the benefits and advantages of following your policy advice.
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Tips on purpose

• Write out your purpose BEFORE drafting a brief to ensure that everything  

you write serves that purpose.

• Stay focused on the specific problem you’re trying to solve.
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AUDIENCE

• Policy briefs should be accessible and targeted to a specific audience.

• Before you begin writing, establish:

• who your prospective readers are;

• their interest in and level of knowledge of the subject;

• the information they will need to make a decision;

• their openness to your recommendations.
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CONTENT

• A policy brief should be clear, succinct, and focus on a single topic.
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Tips on content

• A SHORT brief does not exceed 1,500 words or two pages in length.

• A LONG brief does not exceed 3,000 words or 6-8 pages in length.

• Avoid tangents or being overly descriptive about methodology.

• Draft a NEW purpose-driven policy instead of summarizing or cutting down  

an existing report.

• Use PLAIN language.
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STRUCTURE

• The structure should lead the reader from problem to solution.

• Be clear about your policy recommendations and how they are supported  

by evidence.

• It should be audience-specific and reflect each audience’s interests.
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Tips on structure

• Some typical section headings are summary, context, analysis/discussion,  

considerations, conclusion/recommendation.
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FORMAT

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW AND  

IMPORTANCE OF THE  

PROBLEM

EXAMINATION OF THE  

FINDINGS AND OPTIONS

POLICY  

RECOMMENDATIONS

• There is no one-size-fits-all approach to writing policy briefs because the topic and audience will  
shape each one.

• Effective policy briefs tend to contain the same KEY elements and therefore have similar structures.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Executive Summary

• Every policy brief should open with  

a short summary.

• This could take the form of a few  

bullet points or a short paragraph  

or two.

• Regardless of which style you  

choose, condense the essence of  

the brief down to a few sentences.
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Executive summary

• The executive summary aims to convince the reader further that the brief  

is worth in-depth investigation.

• It is especially important for an audience that is short of time to clearly 

see the relevance and importance of the brief in. reading the summary. 
It can  include:

1. A description of the problem addressed;
2. A statement on why the current approach/policy needs 

to be  changed;

3. Your recommendations for action.
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Tips on executive summary

• The executive summary should always appear on the cover of the brief or  

at the top of the first page so that it is the first thing a reader will see.

• It can be helpful to write the executive summary last because you will gain  

clarity on its content as you draft other sections
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Introduction

• The introduction should set up the  

rest of the document and clearly  

convey your argument.

• The goal is to leave your readers  

with a clear sense of what your  

research is about while enticing  

them to continue reading.
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Tips on introduction

• In one or two paragraphs, define why you are writing the brief and express  

the urgency and importance of the topic to your audience.

• Describe the key questions of your analysis and your conclusions.
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Context & importance of the problem

• This is one of the most important  

sections of the brief because it  

explains the reasoning behind your  

policy recommendations.

• In effect, this section describes the  

problem that your policy  

recommendations intend to solve.

• The length of the problem description  

may vary considerably from brief to  

brief depending on the stage of the  

policy process in focus.
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Context & importance of the problem

• The purpose of this element is to convince the target audience that a  

current and urgent problem exists which requires them to take action. It is  

the cornerstone of the policy brief.

• As such, it usually includes:

• 1. A clear statement of the problem or issue in focus;

• 2. A short overview of the root causes of the problem;

• 3. A clear statement of the policy implications of the problem that  
clearly establishes the current importance and policy relevance of the  
issue.
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Research overview

• Provide a summary of the facts to describe the issues, contexts, and  

research methods.

• Focus on two main elements:

• 1. Research APPROACH: explain how the study was conducted, who  
conducted it, how the data was collected, and any other relevant  
background information.

• 2. Research RESULTS: paint a general picture of the research findings  
before moving on to the specifics.
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Tips on problem context

• Avoid jargon and overly technical language.

• Focus on highlighting the benefits and opportunities stemming from  

solving the focused problem using the presented research.

•
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Examination of findings

• This section should interpret the  

data in a way that is accessible  

and clearly connected to your  

policy advice.

• The goal is to be convincing but  

ensure that your analysis is  

balanced and defensible.
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Critique of policy option(s)

• The aim of this element is to detail shortcomings of the current approach  

or options being implemented and, therefore, illustrate both the need for  

change and focus on where change needs to occur.

• In doing so, the critique of policy options usually includes the following:

• 1. A short overview of the policy option(s) in focus;

• 2. An argument illustrating why and how the current or proposed  
approach is failing.

• It is important for the sake of credibility to recognize all opinions in the  

debate of the issue.
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Tips on examination of findings

• Express ideas using active language and strong assertions.

• Explain the findings and limitations of the research.

• Express research findings in terms of how they relate to concrete realities  
(instead of theoretical abstractions).
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Conclusions and recommendations

• This final section should detail the  
actions recommended by research  
findings.

• Draw the link for your readers
between the research findings  
and your recommendations.

• Use persuasive language to  
present your recommendations
but ensure that all arguments are  
rooted firmly and clearly in
evidence produced by the  
research.

• You want your readers to be  
completely convinced that yours is  
the best advice.
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Policy recommendations

• Examine the implications and the recommendations produced by the  

research.

• IMPLICATIONS are the effects that the research could have in the  
future. They are a soft but persuasive approach to describe the  
potential consequences of particular policies.

• Follow up the implications with your RECOMMENDATIONS. Beyond  
being descriptive, your recommendations should act as a call to action  
by stating precise, relevant, credible, and feasible next steps.

• Sometimes also includes a closing paragraph re-emphasizing the  

importance of action.
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Tips on conclusions

• Think of the conclusion as a mirror to your introduction: you are once again  

providing an overview of your argument, but this time you are underlining  

its strength rather than introducing it.
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Appendices

• Although the brief is a short and  

targeted document, authors  

sometimes decide that their  

argument needs further support  

and so include an appendix

• Appendices should be included  

ONLY WHEN ABSOLUTELY  

NECESSARY.

Impactos de la Forestación en el Agua y los Suelos de los Andes

Centro para la Investigación Forestal Internacional

CIFOR impulsa el bienestar humano, la conservaci6n ambiental y la equidad mediante investigaci6n orientada hacia politicas y practicas  

que afectan a los bosques de los  paises en vias de  desarrollo. CIFOR es uno de 15  centros que forman el Grupo C onsultivo sobre Inves-  

tigaci6n Agricola Internacional (CGIAR por sus  siglas en  ingles). La sede principal de CIFOR se encuentra en Bogor, Indonesia. El centro  

tambien cuenta con o cinas en Asia, frica y Sudamerica.

cifor.org  

forestsnews.cifor.org

¿Cómo citar este documento?

Bonnesoeur V., Locatelli B., Ochoa-Tocachi B.F., 2019. Impactos de la Forestaci6n en el Agua y los Suelos de los Andes: ,Que sabemos? Resumen de  
politicas, Proyecto "Infraestructura Natural para la Seguridad Hidrica" (INSH), Forest Trends, Lima, Peru.

Arlene Villanueva | Chincheros, Cusco
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DESIGN

• The design and presentation of your brief are important considerations and can help keep the  
reader engaged.

• It includes:

TITLES AND HEADINGS SIDEBARS

LISTS GRAPHICS
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How to use titles and headings?

• Titles act as a REFERENCE POINT to entice readers.

• Include sub-titles or headings to break up the text and draw the reader’s  

ATTENTION to the main topic of each section.

• Use VERBS to make headings more dynamic.

• Phrase headings as QUESTIONS to spark a reader’s curiosity.

• Headings should contain RELEVANT information without being too long.
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Sidebars

• Sidebars add greater depth to the main discussion  

and hook a reader’s attention.

• They visually break up the brief and make

documents easier to read.

• They should be:

• Short;

• Descriptive;

• Engaging;

• Action-oriented.
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Lists

• Lists are an effective and visually interesting way to simplify dense  

content.

• Criteria:

• They should be no longer than five to seven bullet points.

• Each bullet point should express complete thoughts.

• Avoid using bullet points that are only one or two words in length.
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Graphics

• Visuals are easily one of the best ways to  
make policy briefs more interesting for  
readers.

• Every visual should serve a purpose and  
help to illustrate your argument.

• Criteria:

• Choose effective visuals for the  
information you would like to  
communicate.

• Include captions for photos and other  
visuals to explain the content to the  
reader.
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REVISION

• Reflect once again on its purpose, audience, content, and structure.

• Will your brief help to achieve your goals?

• Test it:

• Try to explain it in a 20-second elevator pitch to assess what  
information stands out.

• Make is as user-friendly as possible by removing jargon and statistics  
that make it less approachable.

• Ask a colleague with no prior knowledge of the issue to read the brief  
and provide feedback.
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USE AND EVALUATION

• A good policy brief can play double duty by standing on its own or as an  

effective accompaniment to a presentation.

• Test:

• Tailor any accompanying visual presentation to your brief by focusing  
only on the key points and answering important questions.

• Avoid repeating all of the brief’s text in your presentation.

• When distributing your policy brief, develop a short question-and-  
answer package and a section for further reading.
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Read more
• IDRC, 2021. How to write a policy brief: https://www.idrc.ca/en/how-write-policy-brief.

• CBMS, 2011. Guidelines for Writing a Policy Brief http://www.pep-net.org/sites/pep- 
net.org/files/typo3doc/pdf/CBMS_country_proj_profiles/Philippines/CBMS_forms/Guidelines_for_Writing_a_Policy_Brief.pdf.

• Grainger et al., 2016. Environmental data visualisation for non-scientific contexts: Literature review and design framework. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2016.09.004.

• Kirk, 2017. Data visualization & infographic design: Training workshop. www.visualisingdata.com.

• Tsai, 2006. Guidelines for Writing a Policy Brief. http://jhunix.hcf.jhu.edu/~ktsai/policybrief.html.

• Kopenski, 2010. Policy Briefs. http://www.richmond.ac.uk/content/library/subjects/politics/policy-briefs.aspx.

• Young & Quinn (n.d.). The Policy Brief. http://www.policy.hu/ipf/fel-pubs/samples/PolicyBrief-described.pdf.

• Proyecto Infraestructura Natural para la Seguridad Hídrica, 2018-2022. www.infraestructuranatural.pe.

http://www.idrc.ca/en/how-write-policy-brief
http://www.pep-net.org/sites/pep-
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2016.09.004
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2016.09.004
http://www.visualisingdata.com/
http://jhunix.hcf.jhu.edu/~ktsai/policybrief.html
http://www.richmond.ac.uk/content/library/subjects/politics/policy-briefs.aspx
http://www.policy.hu/ipf/fel-pubs/samples/PolicyBrief-described.pdf
http://www.infraestructuranatural.pe/


Thank you for attending!
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